Wireless Entertainment
RX7

Audeon is the latest development in wireless health club entertainment. This
stylish, durable and easy to maintain product has been developed to eliminate
the existing operational issues with wireless technology. Audeon is simple to
install and provides you with many operational solutions. It can be used with
powered or non-powered equipment, as either a fixed or transportable product.

The Receivers
Audeon have now released their new RX7 Sport receiver. This cost effective
solution is in addition to the existing RX6. The RX7 Sport is a stylish package
for use on CSAFE powered equipment. As the unit does not contain a
rechargeable battery, a docking station is not required. The unit also has an
automatic usage monitoring and service recommendation. All systems have a
multi-position mounting system, sealed case to prevent moisture ingress and
easy to replace headphone lead. For a walkabout solution, or where CSAFE
compatible CV equipment is not available, the RX6 is the perfect solution.
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The Transmitter
Also new for 2008 is the 16 channel version of the multi-channel transmitter.
As well as providing the 16 high quality audio channels, the latest version of
the transmitter is also capable of providing an audio output to the house PA
system. This allows a user to select from any of the eight audio channels for the
club’s background music. Another new feature is the ability for the unit to
broadcast a pre-recorded emergency announcement in the event of evacuation.
Additional inputs are also provided for microphones to make announcements
or give additional evacuation instructions. When connected to the venue’s fire
alarm, all music channels are muted when the alarm is activated.
Call us today to find out why Audeon is the best product on the market and
arrange for a demonstration
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